Report of 2nd Online Care Leavers´ Café

28.02.2021

The 2nd Care Leavers Café was hostet by Keska Kenya – a care leaver network from Kenya. The
most active part was taken over by Ruth from Keska.

Here are some information about the participants:

First there was a n introduction tot he topic by Ruth. After that the care leavers discussed the topic in
smaller groups in breakoutrooms. After that they discussed their points in the plenum. Here are the most
importance points of the plenum-discussion about the topic „My voice, my audience!“:








The WHY and WHAT of any story is important.
Care Leavers must be aware of the pressure felt during story sharing – can learn from each
other,
One must ask ‘how much am I willing to let others enter my life, my home’
One must know if one is feeling appreciated while sharing the story – if the why is wrong, must
not share – if the story told to bring change, must be aware that it takes time
Engaging Care Leavers must be careful and meaningful.
Consent given today is not consent given tomorrow – my voice – my audience must be clear One must define this clearly. When giving consent for an individual event if should not be taken
as consent for other following events.
Strategic planning on follow up for Care Leavers who appear on different forums/platforms.






















Care Leavers want to know what happened after their needs declaration, most of the times there
are no feedbacks and continuity.
Often financial payment is an incentive for Care Leavers but one must be careful- Care Leavers
must know the risks associated before sharing their story
We must block all ways of exploitative story sharing, objectifying children in care as well as
outside care
There is no way to rush a flower to bloom – so the process of preparation is equally important
– let no one rush as CL – both the flower and the blooming process are important and to be
valued
Often storytelling can be overwhelming, traumatic and if not prepared, can be painful – CL must
have the skill to give the story a purpose and a perspective
Advantages and disadvantages of story sharing must be assessed – for example, sharing the
story while applying for the scholarship is easy as the WHY is established and the audience is
clear – similarly, peer to peer story sharing is good as the why and what is clearly established
and can be a relieving and healing experience
Interviewers (media or any get together) should be empathetic and careful when asking
questions and addressing Care Leavers.
Sharing with media can be risky as audience and control not established clearly – example –
an audience on seeing a TV show called the CL as ‘Hey care leavers’ and not by her name –
can lead to stigma- media often wants to dramatise and this can be difficult
Be careful of what you are putting on social media.
When giving consent for sharing personal stories on social media. It should be thought properly
and just not go like that. This information on social media can easily be accessed by the future
employer, this could make us vulnerable and exploitative. We do not want our bosses to know
everything about us. (are you okay with your boss knowing all about your life story) (secondary
trauma).
Sharing anonymous stories can be a good strategy as it is a safe way and even as it allows one
to accept the past it gives the power to change the future
Often stereotypes are created when we say children in care get negative experiences – of
growing up in care is not good – this creates barriers in employment for CLs
Storytelling should never be at the expense of personal well being/ Storytelling should not be at
the cost of your well being.
Accepting the past leads to self-acceptance and mental well being. But be careful of your
audience.
Most of the care leavers want to be recognized as themselves and not as a Care Leaver they
want to be known as an individual / Some of the care leavers do not want to refer as care leaver
because they want to change their identity and not talk about their past everywhere they go.
The focus should not be on pitying and sympathy but on the strengths of Care leavers and their
resilience.
Not all the care leavers have trauma but some do and for them, there should be SOP for
referring to a mental health specialist.
Storytelling must not be a business

During the care leabders breakoutrooms the professionals also had an discussion about the topic - the
most important point:
Each care leaver has different pain points so there should be a category for different care leavers. Refine
terminology for categorising care leavers is quite important for the care workers in communicating and
addressing their challenges and needs.
At the End Martine shared a Cooperation document with the group. The global care leavers community
can create their version (theier language, their needs):

